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Joe Blackwood (alias) came over and presented me with a large box. I asked him what was it 
in and he said his old monitor, which had died. He'd been having problems with it for a while 
and it finally stopped working all together, so that was his excuse to buy himself the new wide-
screen monitor that he'd been planning to buy for some time, but hadn't got around to yet.  
Being suddenly without a monitor had caused him to take immediate action, so that he could 
use  his  computer  again.  He  said  he  didn't  need the  old  monitor  anymore  and I  could  do 
whatever I liked with it.

I have repaired a couple of these Samsung 740N monitors in the past, so I had an idea of what  
would be likely to be wrong with it. When I had some spare time, I started to dismantle the 
monitor. These monitors don't really seem to be constructed with servicing in mind. With the 
cost of servicing these days, most people just toss out their old monitor and buy a new one, 
because the cost is about the same.

Dismantling consists  of placing the monitor  face down on a cloth on a table and initially  
removing the base and then inserting a knife between the front and back panels at the bottom 
of the monitor and prising the two pieces apart. This treatment is then continued around the 
rest of the case until the two parts are separated. The back is then removed, exposing the inner  
workings. A small shield on the left-hand side is removed and then the high voltage leads for 
the  back-lighting  are  removed,  along  with  the  front  panel  connection  and  the  screen 
connection.

The inner steel frame is then lifted away from the screen and turned over, revealing two PCBs, 
one of which is the power board, the other is the VGA board. The power board is held in with 
three screws. With these removed, the power board can be lifted up and disconnected from the 
VGA board. Once this was done, I could see that the three 820µF 25V capacitors on the power 
board had blow their tops, which is typical of what causes these monitors to stop working. I  
find this size capacitor harder to obtain, so I usually just replace them with 1000µF 25V 105° 
capacitors,  as  these are more readily obtainable.  The tolerance of electrolytic capacitors  is 
typically 20%, so the slightly larger size is within tolerance anyway and does not pose any 
problems.

Having  replaced  the  three  electrolytic  capacitors  and  re-soldered  a  few  dry  joints,  I  re-
connected the  power board and set  the monitor  up for  testing,  without re-assembling it.  I  
connected the power and pressed the power button, which immediately lit up with its familiar 
blue  back-light.  However,  I  had  no screen  display.  A very  close  inspection  of  the  screen 
revealed that the screen-saver was actually working, but there was no brightness. Well, at least  
the monitor was now half fixed, so I removed the power board again for a closer inspection, to 
ascertain what other problem existed that was preventing the inverter supply for the back-
lighting from working.

A close inspection of the board revealed a very small 3A pico fuse that was hidden amongst  
some other  components.  This  tested  open circuit  and explained why the  inverter  was  not 
working.  I  had not  previously encountered this  issue with the  other  740N monitors  I  had 
repaired. Normally, replacing the three electrolytic capacitors (sometimes five), was usually 
sufficient to get the monitor working again. A check in my parts box indicated that I only had 
1A pico fuses in stock, so I ordered some 3A ones. Once they arrived, I fitted one and re-
connected the power board and this time I had a working screen. I soak tested it for a couple of 
hours and satisfied that it was now working correctly again, I re-assembled in it reverse order 
of dismantling and I now have a working monitor.


